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The Program Committee chose the title “High Energy 
Physics Horizons’! for this talk. “Horizon” has several 
characteristics: It is a boundary beyond which you cannot 
see and it is also a boundary over which the sun sets. In 
this talk I will assume the former and not the latter. 

The previous sessions have borne witness to the fact 
&at high energy accelerator and storage ring technology is 
a.subject of continuing vitality. Nothing dramatizes this 
more convincingly than the chart (Fig. 1) which shows the 
growth in energy of the world’s accelerators in time. If one 
includes in this chart the equivalent laboratory energy of 
existing and projected colliding beam storage rings then the 
chart reflects an exponential increase starting from 1930 
risiug in laboratory energy at the rate of approximately one 
decade every six years. Clearly this growth cannot go on 
forever but if the next generation of t’super” storage rings 
which have been discussed during this session become real- 
ity on the approximate schedule their proponents project, 
then this exponential increase is maintained. This graph 
has many implications - some good, some bad. It bears 
witness to the fact that as any one accelerator technology 
became fully exploited new ideas have produced a new and 
successful attack on I&e problem. One result of this pattern 
has been that the cost per GeV has gone down almost as 
dramatically as the energy has gone up. Consequently the 
range of investment in each new installation starting from 
the MeV region to the many hundred GeV covers only one, 
or at most two, orders of magnitude. A conclusion one can 
draw from this’fact is that no region of the world seriously 
participating in high energy physics can affort to stand still 
because otherwise one would be frozen in a situation of much 
less effective technology. This growth rate has many com- 
plicating implications in the present climate of fiscal 
constraint. While the laboratory energy increases by a bc- 
tor of 10 every six years or so, the lead time from proposal 
to completion of a new installation has averaged around tea 
years in the past. Therefore it is no surprise that labora- 
tories which have just acquired new facilities should at the 
same time be worrying about the next step of innovation. 
This circumstance has drawn a great deal of criticism from 
supporting agencies and the public, but in view of the time 
scale shown here there is no other way unless of course 
there is an overall drastic sIowdown in the evoIution of this 
field on an international scale. 

From this general overview Iet me turn to more specifllq 
considerations. 

A question often raised asks whether the technology of 
the field is running out. The answer seems ‘o be “No” in the 
foreseeable future. The scaling laws pertaining to the cost 
of each accelerator, even if the cost varies no faster than 
linearly with energy, tends to make each technology non- 
competitive in a relatively short time. However, storage 
rings, and to a lesser extent superconducting technology, 
make at least the next logical step visible today. Whether 
“collective effect” accelerators will become practical as a 
next step in energy is too early to tell. What is more 
important is to examine the utility of all these new technol- 
ogies to expected results in high energy physics. At the risk 
of grave oversimplification let me project a second chart 
(Fig. 2) which tabulates the world’s high energy accelerators 
and colliding beam devices on a single diagram. The chart 
gives center-of-mass energy as the abscissa and the 
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“effective luminosity” as the ordinate. It is clearly mean- 
ingless to associate a specific single value for the effective 
luminosity with any one accelerator since this quantity 
depends on the target thickness used and whether interactions 
are measured in primary or secondary beams. In the chart 
it is assumed that a l-meter long liquid hydrogen target is 
used in a primary beam; luminosities involving secondary 
beams are also plotted but only for secondary mu meson 
beams since such beams are in direct competition with elec- 
tron machines as far as studies of nucleon structure are 
concerned. It should be noted that the luminosities in this 
chart cover an enormous range - roughly 10 orders of 
magnitude! 

It is not surprising that the luminosity of conventional 
machines using primary beam interactions greatly exceeds 
that attained with storage rings. It is also not surprising 
that the center-of-mass energies which now appear to be 
within reach of colliding beam technology greatly exceed 
energies which one could dream of attaining with conventional 
accelerators. Considering this state of affairs two questions 
are dominant in forecasting the future: (1) What is the min- 
imum luminosity required for colliding.beam machines at 
super high energies to be productive in high energy physics 7 
(2) What is the minimum energy advance considered useful 
for conventional accelerators if they are to make a useful 
contribution, considering the potential advances of storage 
ring technology? Let me discuss the first question: The 
answer depends clearly on the projected cross sections for 
reactions at very high energies. If we assume that the 
electromagnetic interaction between electrons and positrons 
retain6 its pointlike character then the total cross section 
would vary inversely as the square of the center-of-mass 
energy, and therefore the luminosity required to exceed a 
certain threshold counting rate, say one count per hour, 
would have to increase as the square of that energy. It 
could, of course, happenthat the cross section will de- 
crease more slowly than that; there is some indication that 
this is the case for e+ - e- annihilation leading to hadron 
ChS.M& from the recent Frascati and CEA results. It is 
also possible that at extremely high energies the inverse 
will happen, that is the cross sections will decrease more 
rapidly. The line on the overlay on Fig. 2 marked electro- 
magnetic interactions assumes that the reactions 
e++ e- - hadrons will exhibit the same variation of cross 
sections with energy as does the purely electromagnetic 
cross section e+ + e- - J.L++~- and that the Mter remains _ 
pointlike. It is seen that useful interaction rates in the 
region of center-of-mass energies near 100 GeV would re- 
quire minimum luminosities in the I032 crna2 set-I regime, 
a figure which experience shows to be within reach 
of current technology. 

If we look at weak interactions the situation is reversed. 
Weak interactions cannot be studied with storage rings at 
presently accessible energies, or at least it looks exceed- 
ingly difficult; however if the Fermi interaction remains 
pointlike up to the limit set by unitarity then the oross sec- 
tions should increase with the square of the center-of-mass 
energy up to an energy of about 300 GeV. Therefore the 
luminosity needed for useful studies decreases as the square 
of the energy. As is shown on the figure overlay the lines 
for weak and electromagnetic interactions cross over some- 
what above 100 GeV and-therefore luminosities in the 
lo32 cm-2 set-I ranne should be useful for studving both 
weak and electromagietic interactions in the 106 GeV range. 
The very fact that the strength of electromagnetic and weak 
interactions becomes equal in the region above 100 GeV 
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center-of-mass energy has given rise to numerous theorct- 
ical speculalions that llrofound changes in theory might be 
expected at such energies, and that a unified description of 
these two interactions might become possil)le. This fact is 
in itself a major reason why one expects that totally new 
physics will be uncovered if storage rings in the over 100 
GeV center-of-mass energies are built. 

The strong intiractions yield, of course, an adequate 
cross section to permit their study at high interaction rates 
using storage ring techniques as has been amply demon- 
strated at the ISR. However most interest focuses on strona 

- interactions involving very high momentum transfers and 
here aaain luminosities of the order of loo2 cmm2 set-l 
appear to be required if momentum transfers for strong 
interaction3 comp:~rable to those at which electromagnetic 
and weak interaction processes are expected to exhibit new 
features are to be studied also. 

In contrast to the storage ring situation where the type 
of reasoning outlined above gives a dominant expectation for 
finding new facts with super high energy storage rings, it is 
somewhat too early to predict what new results might be- 
come accessible if the energy of conventional proton and 
electron accelerators were extended beyond energies attain- 
able by NAL-CERN II and SLAC-RLA. The answer depends 
rather critically on what will be found with this generation 
of machines and whether and where any new energy thresh- 
old for new phenomena emerge. It is intcrcsting to note that 
historically proton accelerators generally have uncovered 
new particles and particle states in a given center-of-mass 
energy region while exploration of the structure of such 
particles required electron machines at comparable center- 
of-mass energies. 

In the preceding discussion based on a rough outline of 
past and expected progress of accelerator and colliding 
beam techiMlogy I have concluded that the rapid gains in that 
field have shown no indications of slowing down, provided of 
course that support of this type of work is maintained at 
roughly current levels. The question is whether the rate of 
discoveries in high energy physics will keep up with the 
promise set by the machines. Any such assessment is of 
course a subjective matter; I remember many times during 
the evolution of the accelerator art where “wise men” 
assembled in committees have said that the field is saturated 
and that future installations Ml1 only fill in details of pre- 
vious work but nothing genuinely new will be uncovered. 
Subsequent experience has always contradicted such gloomy 
forecasts in the past. 

The next chart (Fig. 3) tabulates those discoveries in 
elementary particle physics which I consider to have pro- 
foundly shaken man’s concept of nature; again such a list 
involves much subjective judgment and others might produce 
a list differing in considerable detail from the one given 
here. However the conclusion is sustained that there is no 

real indication that the rate of truly profound discoveries in 
elementary particle physics has been slowing down in the 
post-war period. We are therefore again facing the ques- 
tion: While this conclusion may be true in the past will it be 
true in the future? Will the future bring only an “extensiven 
filling in of spectroscopic level3 rather than *’ intensive” 
experiments yielding new discoveries? 

There are many indications that future technology will 
make both future systematic measurements and new basic 
discoveries possible. The remarks made above in connec- 
tion with the expectations of ultra-high energy storage rings 
as they reach center-of-mass energies where electromag- 
netic and weak interactions become equal certainly indicate 
strongly that very profound and new revelations will accrue 
once such machines are built. To predict specific additional 
discoveries is of course speculative, but it might be useful 
nere to list questions which should in principle be answerable 
by experimentation in elementary particle physics in the 

future and which, if answered, would lead to very profound 
conciusions indeed. Naturally such a list is again a subjec- 
tive tabulation and only gives the sketchiest of possible out- 
lines of known open question3 in elementary particle physics, 

Let me divide this~list into the headings of “Strong 
Interactions”, “Weak Interactions”, llElectromagnetic Inter- 
actions”, and “General Questions”. 

1. Strong Interaction3 

What is the behavior of cross sections at ultra-high 
energies? Will the so-called Pomeranchuk theorem be 
satisfied which predicts that particle and anti-particle cross 
sections become equal for all species? Will more detailed 
structure disappear from the curves which describe cross 
sections as a function of energy - that is, will there be no 
more resonance llbumps” of any kind beyond energies of a 
few GeV? At higher energies can the angular distribution, 
and particle multiplicities be described by the Feynmann 
scaling variables which reduce the number of independent 
kinematic parameters needed to describe the phenomena? 
Do some of the specific models such as those describing 
reactions at ultra-high energies in terms of either the frag- 
mentation of the target or the bombarding particle retain 
quantitative validity? Will new qualitative features emerge 
in ultra-high energy reactions which point toward other 
models? Will the present exploration of spectroscopic levels - 
of mesons and baryons reveal any new states beyond those 
describable by the quark model? Specifically, are there 
uexotic” states which require more than two quarks for 
mesonic levels and three quarks for baryons 7 Are quarks 
real and observable and if so, what are their properties? If 
quarks are not observable, what is the dynamics which pre- 
vents their emergence into the real world? 

All these question3 are part of the overall problem of 
the strong interactions: Will the combination of phenomen- 
ology of cross sections and observation and analysis of 
hadron spectroscopy lead to a real understanding of the 
dynamics of strong interactions? Strong interaction physics 
is now in the situation in which optical spectroscopy found 
itself before the invention of quantum mechanics; many 
systematic regularities have been observed and much quan- 
titative data has been,gathered but no unifying dynamics is 
yet at hand. 

2. Weak Interactions 

The dominant question remains that identified above in 
relation to the required. technical characteristics of ultra- 
high energy storage rings: What is going to be the modifica- 
tion of the theory of weak interactions at energies so high 
that the interaction among the four particles involved can no 
longer be considered pointlike? At such an energy how is < 
the “field” of such a weak interaction carried? Will it be 
transmitted by a new particle given the name of the “inter- 
mediate boson W?” If so what are its properties? Is it 
possibly an already existing hadron? Present experiment3 
have only established limits on the mass oi the intermediate 
boson, should it exist; these limits are not sufficiently 
stringent to draw general conclusions. 

Another important question is the relation between 
structure of the haclrons and the description of weak inter- 
actions in which such hadrons are involved. With respect to 
electromagnetic interactions this question is illustrated by 
the electric and magnetic form factors which have been 
measured extensively with electron machines. In regard to 
weak interactions‘the corresponding form factors are more 
numerous and the high intensity neutrino beams, hopefully 
available at NAL and CERN II, appear the most promising 
tool for their exploration. On a different topic the question 
persists as to how the so-called CP violation, and presum- 
ably the violation of time reversal invariance discovered in 
neutral kaon decay, relates to the overall theory of weak 
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interactions. Why has this violation exhibited itself only in 
the weak decays ot’ the neutral kaon system? Why have all 
other decays and i,.teractions refused to exhibit deviations 
in this respect? 

3. Elcctromagnolic Interactions 

A dominant question remains whether the description of 
electromagnetic forces by quantmn electrodynamics re- 
mains quantitativrly valid even in the next accessible region 
of energies or the region after that. Currently quantum 
electrodynamics represents the only known physical theory 
giving a quantitative description which ap cars to remain 
valid from cosmic distances down to lo- R cm or so. Thus 
the question whether the finiteness of electromagnetic 
masses is or is not associated with possible breakdowns of 
quantum electrodynamics at small distances remains to be 
answered. Associated with this problem is the question 
whether the electron or the muon will exhibit any structure 
at very small dislances and the even more puzzling question 
of electron-muon universality, that is the identity (with the 
exception of their masses) of electrons and muons in all 
respects; thus far all experiments once sutficiently refined 
have confirmed this identity. There are some tantalizing 
discrepancies remaining, for instance in electron and muon 
scatlering on nuclei, but they are too tenuous to be taken as 
definite results. All this means is that the question of the 
muon’s role in nature remains as obscure as ever, or to 
put it in Rabi’s words when referring to the muon: “Who 
ordered that?” Directly associated with this problem is the 
question whether the electron and muon in combination with 
their associated neutrinos constitute the entire family of 
leptons or whether other probably heavier members will be 
discovered at higher energies. 

Then there is the question of the electromagnetic struc- 
ture of hadrons. The scattering of leptons, and particularly 
electrons, has been the dominant tool in revealing the sub- 
structure of the nucleons. In particular the ineIastic scat- 
tering experiments have shown that scattering cross sections 
at large momentum transfer were unexpectedly large and 
that the cross section exhibited “scaling” properties; this 
means that aside from kinematic factors these cross sections 
could be described as a function of a single kinematic vari- 
able. These phenomena in turn have giyen rise to the con- 
jecture that the electromagnetic interaction carried by the 
scattcrctl lepton is transmitted to pointlike constituents 
within the nucleon, called “partons” by Feynman. This 
discovery of a substructure of the neutron and proton opens 
up a new slate of questions: What are these “partons?” Are 
they the same as quarks ? What is their spin and other prop- 
erties? Will “scaling” persist into the next range of inter- 
action energies accessible to the high energy electron- 
positron storage rings? What is the relation of the unex- 
pectedly large annihiiation cross sections for electrons and 
positrons into hadrons observed at CEA and Frascati to the 
parton or similar models? Will the new phenomena indi- 
cate a pointlike substructure of hadrons only to be followed 
by evidence for yet another substructure, etc., or do these 
new phenomena indi :ate something more “ultimate ?I1 This 
latter problem is equivalent to the question whether scaling 
will persist into the next region of higher energies or will 
apply only in a restricted range of kinematic variables. 

We have been fortunate that atomic and nuclear phe- 
nomena are separated in terms of the applicable scale of 
distances by four orders of magnitude; this is a consequence 
of the small strength of electromagnetic interactions relative 
to nuclear forces. Nucleons are smaller than nuclei by only 
an order of magnitude and going from the nucleon to its sub- 

structure appears again to descend only by one further dec- 
ade in dimension. How, if at all, will this progression 
continue ? 

4. General Questions 

We still do not understand why all ch&rges are exact 
multiples of the electronic charge or whether magnetic 
monopolcs exist. And then: Are there some totally new 
phenomena at center-of-mass energies well above 100 GeV 
which should be accessible to the new generation of super 
storage rings 7 

Many of the questions raised under the heading of 
specific interactions may of course be more general rind the 
hope, if not the expectation, is that a more unifying I;it:ture 
among these forces will emerge, in particular since lhe 
cross sections governed by these different forces will tend 
to converge in magnitude at the highest energies h~.)p~~f’ully 
accessible a decade from now. Finding a unified ihc,~jvy for 
all these forces has been a quest throughoul this cenl1n-y. 
To a limited extent the search has already been ?I:ccrssful 
in defining some common principles between electromng- 
netic and weak and between weak and strong interactions. 

Let me return to the topic of this talk called “IIi::h 
Energy Physics Horizons. ” A horizon rcprcscnts th:kt 
boundary beyond which we cannot see and I hope that in this 
talk I have dcmon,strnterl that there is indeed a great c!cal of 
truly profound but unknown part of nature beyond. Whnt may 
of course bc true is that high energy physics exhibits 
another property of an horizon: As we march on in high 
energy physics we do indeed uncover much that is new and 
farreaching and modifies our view of nature as we know it; 
however we may also discover *at the horizon of complete 
understanding of the inanimate structure of matter is just as 
far away as it has always been. 
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FIG. l--Energy growth of a particle accelerator. 
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‘FIG. a--Effective luminosity vs. center-of-mass energy for 
several accelerators and storage rings, existing and under 
study. The facilities shown are identified in previous fig- 
ures except for the following: 

(a) SuperSPEAR is a-study being carried out at SLAC 
of the possible characteristics and uses of a colliding-beam 
storage ring that would store beams of electrons and posi- 
trons up to energies of 15 GeV (each beam). 

@) PEP is a study being carried out by a collaborative 
group from SIAC and LBL, Berkeley, on the possible char- 
acteristics and uses of a colliding-beam s&&rage ring that 
would permit collisions between 15 GeV electrons and 15 GeV 
positrons, or between either of these particles and 70 to 
200 GeV protons. 

(c) ISABELLE is a study being carried out by a group 
from Brookhaven National Laboratory and collaborators on 
the possible charact ;ristics and uses of a colliding-beam 
storage ring that would permit collisions between beams of 
protons having energies up to 200 GeV (each beam). 

Figure 2 attempts to display both accelerator and 
storage-ring installations on a comparable scale. Naturally, 
such an attempt will involve some oversimplification. The 
data rates attainable are described by an “effective lumin- 
osity”; this is the nmnber by which the cross section (meas- 
ured in cm2) of the reaction channel under observation is to 
be multiplied to arrive at a rate in events per second. This 
scale replaces the “intensity” figures, in microamperes or 
in particles per pulse, that are usually displayed for accel- 
erators. It is assumed that the reaction in question is 
observed at 100% efficiency, and that the detector solid angle 
collects all the evems of interest. To apply this concept to 
an accelerator, it is assumed that (unless otherwise 
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indicated) a liquid hydrogen target of one-meter length is 
used. With the exception of the muon-beam entries, all 
figures refer to primary beams. 

Center-of-mass energies are plotted under the assump- 
tion of a ststionary proton target in the case of conventional 
accelerators. Those U. S. accelerators which are operating 
or are under study, and which have a center-of-mass energy 
greater than 5 GeV, are listed in the figure. The CERN ISB 
is shown for comparison with the U. S. colliding-beam 
storage-ring projects under consideration. CERN II is not 
explicitly shown, but its performance would be comparable - 
to NAL. NAL performance is shown under a wide range of 
assumptions; these range from an energy of 200 GeV at 
1012 protons per pulse all the way up to an intensity of 
5 x lo13 protons per pulse at an energy of 1000 GeV. The 
latter values are very optimistic assumptions, both in re- 
gard to intensity and to the feasibility of the superconducting 
“doubler” project for NAL. 

Since the engineering feasibility of large-scale super- 
conducting magnet technology has not been demonstrated, a 
special notation is made in the figure to point out those de- 
vices that would require such technology. 

FIG. 2 Overlay--The dash-dot lines on the figure indicate 
the luminosities that are required to achieve a counting rate 
of one event per hour, at the center-of-mass energies 
shown, for weak, strong, and electromagnetic interactions. 
The vertical dash-dot line extending upward from the strong- 
interaction line is meant to point out the increasing luminos- 
ities needed for rates of one count per hour for events of 
increasing momentum transfer. 
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DATE DISCOVERY EXPLORATION 

1947 

1947 

1952 

1954 

Lamb shift: ftg-2tt of the electron 

Properties of the pion 

Bubble chamber for investigation 
of strange particles 

Composite nature of the nucleon 

Limits of quantum electrodynamics 

Pion-nucleon interactions 

Interactions of strange particles 

1955 

1956 

196 1 

1962 

1964 

1968 . 

Anti-proton 

Violation of parity .conservatiou 

Ihxlron symmetries (SU3) and 
discovery of omega minus (1964) 

A sec. snd neutrino 

Electron scattering and nucleon 
spectroscopy 

Matter/Anti-matter symmetry 

Weak interactions 

Whole hadron spectroscopy 

*Search for new leptons 

Violation of CP conservation Search for T violation 

Point structure within hadrons Deep inelastic scattering and e-e+ 
storage rings 

_.--,---_. - 

FIG. 3 
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